
Can you learn to read a code based on touch?  

Braille Alphabet  

Do the Experiment! 

1. To start, you will need 18 4x6 index cards. Fold them in half 

and cut along the crease. You now have 36 2x3 index cards. 

That’s enough for each letter of the alphabet and numbers 0

-9. 

2. Using a sharpie, pen or marker, write a letter or number at the 

top of the card in block letter—i.e. A. Underneath, draw 6 

dots—3 down and 2 across. Refer to the braille code sheet if 

you need help. Each dot represents a number. The left dots 

are 1, 2 and 3 going down. The right dots are 4, 5 and 6 

going down. There are templates if needed. 

3. After you have drawn your dots, look again at the braille 

code sheet to find the letter you are making. Use brads to 

push through the dot or dots that would make that letter. 

These brads will give the bumps needed to feel the code.  

4. After the entire code has been created begin to practice 

feeling the dots and remembering what patterns fit which 

letter or number. Always go left to right.  

5. Work with a friend to make words that can be read through 

touch.  
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DID YOU KNOW... 
Braille is a tactile (touch) wr iting system used by people who are visually impaired. Braille isn ’t a language. It came out of military 
codes called night writing. In 1824, Louis Braille, at age 15, created the braille code as he thought night writing was too complicated. Letters 
are called characters. Braille characters are made of rectangular blocks called cells that have tiny bumps called raised dots. The arrangement 
and number of dots are how letters are distinguished from one another. The rectangular cells are vertical and are numbered 1, 2 and 3 on the 
left vertical and 4, 5 and 6 on the right vertical. You feel (read) the dots from left to right. With practice feeling the dots becomes instinctual 
and it becomes easier to quickly feel words, sentences and paragraphs. You are learning Grade 1 braille—a letter by letter transcription of 
words used for basic literacy. When you step up to Grades 2 and 3 you learn more characters and contraction groups that make reading easier. 
At first glance (for sighted people) braille might not seem very systematic but it is. A-J use the 1,2,4 and 5 dots in various patterns. When 
feeling K-T the 3 dot is added—everything else is the same. When feeling U-Z the 6 dot is added. The only exception is W. In French there is 
no W so it was added to other braille codes later. Look at the braille code sheet and you’ll see it is different. See how incredible our brains 
are? We not only have the ability to learn multiple spoken languages but we can learn languages and codes using our other senses.  

CHALLENGE 

1. Can you think of any other codes or unspoken languages used to communicate? Share your answers.  

2. Look up grade 2 and grade 3 level braille. What are the differences? The similarities? Share your findings.  

3. Suppose a visually impaired person wanted to use a computer. How would you design their keyboard? Remember a 

keyboard for a sighted person does not go A-Z.   

STEAM Challenge: The 36 characters of braille you made had 109 raised dots. Suppose a braille code had 3 times as many 

raised dots. How many raised dots would this braille code have? What if it had 6 times as many raised dots? 23 times as many 

raised dots?  
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